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“To the Torah and the Testimony, if anybody does not speak according
to these words, it is because they have no light in them”

Isaiah 8:20; Revelation 12:17; 14:12
Revelation 14:13

Blessed Are those who Die in Yeshua
from this Time Forward

Revelation 15:3,4

Torah Thought of the Month

Invasion of a Nation
Why Trump will not be able to Successfully Drain the Swamp
Newsletter No.1 of the 2020 Aviv Cycle
Study No.1
I have heard conservative commentators say often “We don’t know why all these things are
happening”. So often we see all the dots on the canvas of our nation, but we fail to connect the
dots to see what kind of picture it forms.
In our nation, though I scan the news diligently on an almost daily basis, nobody ever seems to
connect the dots. Why? Do they fear what they might see? Do they want to hide what they know
is really going on to avoid being targeted? Do they just not see it?
The Scriptures teach that the Torah will make us wiser than our enemies, and even wiser than
our teachers (who do not do Torah); Mizmor (Psalm) 119:98,99. But as a nation, we have
absolutely abandoned the Torah.
The Church will not teach it, and actively teaches it as “done away”. The schools won’t even
display 10 of God’s commandments, and people in government actively oppose anything to do
with Scripture. In almost anywhere you go in America, Yehovah, His Son Yeshua, and the
Torah are assaulted in our nation from all sides. So I propose that the reason we have failed to
connect the dots, is because we have failed to acknowledge the wisdom that only comes from
Heaven alone.
If we acknowledge God and His Son with our lips, but deny their instruction (the Torah) with our
actions, then the Torah itself, containing the very words spoken by God Himself, declares that
our borders will be invaded by foreigners, and also that we will be afflicted with diseases. So
what are dots on the canvas of our nation? What picture do they form? And why does it make
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“draining the swamp” an impossibility at this point short of a miracle?
The dots.
- Take over of the educational system
- Infiltration of the churches
- Infiltration of government
- Open borders
- Sanctuary cities
- Sterilization of the population
-Take over of the medical structure
- Control of the news media
- Introduction of Social Media
- Gun control
- Drug addiction/dependency and marijauna
- Vaccinations, voluntary, then forced
- Wireless technology
- Gmo’s
The first thing that stands out with these dots is that the “Swamp” that President Trump wants to
drain is limited to the dot of “Infiltration of government”. Outside of this, he can only effect in a
very temporal way during his administration the dot of “open borders”, “population control
(abortion)”, and in a small way some other dots through court reform”. But outside of this he has
little to no influence as a freely elected President with limited powers.
So what does each dot of invasion of our nation represent? And what is the ultimate goal of our
enemies?
Dot 1: Take over of the education system. As the communist have often said, “he who
controls the education, controls the next generation.” So the educational system is key to
priming the next generation into adopting one’s desired world view. The world view being
espoused to the next generation was once atheism and evolution, but now is moving towards
alien creators, and that all religions lead to the same creator, except for bible based faiths which
are treated as antiquated, mythical, and backwards.
Dot 2: Infiltration of the churches. Originally the church only taught against God’s Law
concerning any commandments they did not embrace or agree with. But now in its place it is
treating the rest of Scripture as mere commentary or as good suggestions and non-binding
principles as well. And in place of the authority of Scripture it is now being led through infiltration
to embrace the “Mother” Catholic church as fellow believers in Christ (though it is really Mary
they call on for their salvation), as well as Chrislam, Yoga, Meditation, and other non-biblical
eastern influences. And now that Catholics and Protestants through the ecumenical movement
are setting their differences aside, the new phase in this infiltration process is to now blend the
quickly reuniting Catholic and Protestant communities with Islam and Judaism into one religious
community referred to as the 3 “Great Abrahamic Faiths”. However, Yeshua and His Apostles
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were neither Catholic, Protestant, nor Moslem. Additionally, the Nazarene sect of Judaism that
Yeshua founded would be just as soundly rejected by the Protestantism of today as
Constantine, founder of the Catholic church rejected it in the 4th century. So dot 2, is also to lead
people to believe that all religions lead to one God, except for the Nazarene sect of Judaism
founded by Yeshua and His Apostles which is all but extinct as far a today’s “Christianity” is
concerned.
Dot 3: The infiltration of government. From former city mayor’s like Bloomberg, to Governor’s
like Kate Brown of Oregon, to members of Congress such as Nancy Pelosi, Adam Schiff, and
Chuck Schumer, not to mention people like Eric Clapper, the Clintons’ and numerous others, we
can see that not only have our enemies infiltrated our high ranks of government, but they are
entrenched and embued with a considerable amount of power and influence. They clearly not
only have much power in Congress, but also over the news media and Justice Department,
allowing them not only to ruthlessly attack and assassinate the character and reputations of
their opponents, but also to arrest whoever they please while exonerating themselves of their
own lawless actions. They are a communist party in the making and ready to permanently take
over the power structure of government at first opportunity. And their unjust treatment of their
opponents will only grow worse from there. This dot of invasion is to ensure that freedom of
religion is ultimately directed to that only sanctioned by the government (which will be anything
but the True Faith), and to ultimately control every aspect of every person’s life. It is this kind of
government that under the condition of limited resources would gladly, and without conscience,
declare “if you want food - take the mark, and if not, then die”. If they are willing to murder the
innocent of the womb, than how much more so anybody else?
Dot 4. Open borders. There is taking over a nation with military machinery, and there is the
Trojan horse approach. The Trojan horse approach in this case is under the guise of
immigration for all, and anything less than this is somehow racism. However, there is no nation
in the world that has open borders with nations of an opposing form of government. Borders are
what define a nation’s boundaries, and represent a people group within those borders to be of a
particular type of culture, government, and religious expression. Canada and the United States
have much more in common with each other than the United States and Mexico/South America,
but yet the US/Canadian border is not an open border, why is it that nobody in politics
complains about our non-open northern border? Also, Mexico doesn’t allow just any American
to come into their country – why isn’t that called racism? Because the Trojan horse approach is
a type of warfare, and in this warfare the enemies of our nation are in this situation declared to
be refugees fleeing persecution from other countries. In this case, the refugees are Moslems
hiding within the Hispanic population in order to infiltrate American society, and build up military
zones and fortified cities within our nation called “sanctuary cities”. Once here, they obtain false
citizenship papers, and are then allowed to begin voting their people into the power structure of
government. If for any reason they do need to resort to conventional style warfare they would
retreat to the sanctuary cities as their strong towers. Both Islam and the Hispanic populations
illegally arriving are likewise being used to create voting blocks to reinforce and expand a liberal
base of voters, as well as take over traditionally conservative voting blocks.
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Dot 5, Sanctuary cities. These are not “safe havens” for poor, defenseless, refugees fleeing
persecution from other countries to fulfill the “American Dream”. Our immigration system has
from the beginning been designed to take care of true refugees, and of those seeking the
“American Dream”. In fact, hundreds of thousands of foreigners become citizens every year in
our country legally. It is not a problem for us. This is part of who we are and what makes us
different from other nations which are not receptive to making foreigners citizens in their
countries. So the accusation of America being anti-immigration, or racist, or of these illegal
immigrants needing “sanctuary cities” to “protect” them from racist Americans is part of the
deception. As mentioned above, these cities are not a sanctuary for “refugees”, but a sanctuary
for Islamic militants who come into our country blended in with the Hispanic population. It is
where they create Sharia Law communities, and hardened military zones. They know that they
cannot beat us in conventional warfare, and that an environment where any military would have
to come after them “house to house” greatly levels the battle field for them. That is, house to
house style battles allow them to blend in with civilians, use civilians as human shields, and
allows them to bunker down in commercial buildings that are often hardened with concrete and
steel. President Trump, even if he were a dictator, would have an extremely difficult time
removing Islamic militants from these deceptively named “sanctuary” cities.
Dot 6, Sterilization of the population. Once an enemy has infiltrated a nation, there is still the
problem of being “outnumbered” by the native population at large. So breaking up the family unit
and promoting abortion and illicit sex becomes a natural tool to ensure a negative growth rate of
the native population, as well as birth control. But then add to this, promotion of homosexuality
as normal, and heterosexual relations as somehow abnormal, then we see a specific agenda
behind the trend and integrated into the educational system to instill these worldviews into the
next generation. But these people can all still potentially reproduce, so the ultimate solution?
Transgenderism. A person who has a sex change is sterile for life – even if they regret the
decision later, it is irreversible, with the added “warped benefit” of having a high suicide rate
attached to it. This not only prevents reproduction, but also reduces the native population
through premature death via accelerated suicide rates. Meanwhile, the Muslim invaders
themselves can have up to 4 wives at one time, and as many concubines as they want. With
such practices, they can take over a nation easily by population increase alone within a matter
of decades, and without having to fire a single bullet. And so they have pushed this one to the
point of making it illegal in many States for a psychologist to even provide counseling to a
person questioning their sexual identity – not even if they are seeking out that counseling of
their own free will.
Dot 7, Take over of the medical institutions. Again, this is warfare, not just liberals gone nuts.
Through the media we are taught that this is somehow people with liberal values vs. people with
conservative values, but even liberals without an agenda know that the above lifestyles should
be a matter of a person’s free choice, and that minor’s should not be able to have a sex change
without their parents’ consent. That is just common sense. But in warfare, things will be pushed
beyond common sense in order to achieve the desired agenda, thus the introduction of unisex
restrooms, non-gender clothing, transgenderism, etc. So now comes the deception of free
medical services for all which would translate in reality into: everybody pays in except the
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people in power, and those in power receive the best medical care, while the “degenerates and
deplorables” receive only the medical attention that the government allows them to receive, and
that amounts to less than what they paid into the system. This insures that the health of those in
power prospers, but that those who are under their control do not prosper. It is like what the
Moslems would call a type of “Dimmi tax”. That is, the equivalent of what “infidels” have to pay
to stay alive under their rule, and which takes a large enough chunk out of a person’s paycheck
to ensure they never “get ahead” in life financially or in influence.
Dot 8, Control of the Media. Today’s media has become nothing more than a propaganda
machine continuously used to mold people’s perceptions to fit the world view and politics of the
day that those in control want to see imposed on society. They determine their goal, and then
they set their media agenda to direct people’s minds towards acceptance of that agenda. The
media includes not just news outlets that all pump out the exact same news everyday with little
variation, but also includes, television, radio, newspapers, magazines, books, you name it. In
fact, concerning books, one of the reasons for creating market places like Amazon.com is
ultimately put private sellers out of business. Once the local bookstores are largely out of
business, then companies like Amazon can begin limiting what is available for sale on the
market. Concerning television, it has been used in a huge way to promote the homosexual
agenda through comedy, as comedy is one of the most effective ways to cause people to
become receptive to values they might otherwise be offended by. Back when I used to watch
television decades ago I remember this first being introduced through programs like “Bosom
Buddies”, and “Living in Color”. So media is used in a major way to tie all of the dots together
under one umbrella of influence to subtly work all of the dots together in people’s minds towards
the common desired overall agenda of the people orchestrating this invasion.
Dot 9, Social Media. Social media has little to do with making people social, but everything to
do with collecting voluntarily supplied information from people. When Face Book first came out I
had an immediate red flag go up in my mind, as a Face Book before social media was invented,
was a book of mug shots of criminals kept at a police station. That is, before that time it was
what a victim of a crime would go to the police station to look at to see if they could identify who
mugged them, raped them, or whatever. So soon after the social media version of Face Book
went up I quickly realized that the purpose of it was not only to obtain people’s personal
information, and “mugshots” so to speak, but also to see who they associate with, and what
their world views are. All of this information goes into government databases to ultimately be
used against people when the time is ripe. And now with the Corona virus, they have churches
live streaming to the homes of the congregants, thereby identifying which homes are “Christian”,
without having to obtain a single search warrant on church records.
Dot 10, Gun Control. Clearly an armed populace poses the greatest threat to any invading
army, Trojan style or Conventional style matters not. An armed populace is a huge detriment to
any kind of invasion from any kind of enemy. In fact, a Chinese official once stated that a main
reason they have not ever invaded America is because Americans own too many guns. School
shootings are focused on by the media because it involves children, and therefore forms the
best type of sensationalism for convincing people of the imaginary need for gun control. Never
mind that gun laws do not prevent school shootings for the simple reason that criminals do not
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obey laws, they break them, that is what makes them criminals. However, gun laws have made
it difficult to prevent school shootings due to people’s inability to defend themselves and their
children from gun toting criminals. The bottom line, if every person was required by law to carry
a gun, then nobody would be randomly shooting anybody knowing their victims could shoot
back. Think about it, when did you ever hear of a gunman going in and randomly shooting up a
police station? Plain and simple, people have a tendency not to shoot people who can shoot
back. So the last thing any invaders want is for the citizens of our nation to be able to defend
themselves. Virginia as most people know has made its first attempt to demand every one of its
citizens to give up their guns or suffer consequences. It was actually only a Beta test to see in
what manner the people of Virginia would respond to defend itself if the State went through with
its threat. One of the biggest responses was for people from other states to volunteer by the
thousands to come defend them against the tyranny. So no doubt when Virginia does the real
crack down, communication to people outside of Virginia will be the first thing to be shut down.
But concerning the matter of gun laws, it just so happens that gun laws do more to prevent law
abiding citizens from owning guns, than they do to keep guns out of the hands of criminals, so
that criminals in breaking the gun laws continue to be empowered with possession of firearms,
while law abiding citizens continue to become more hindered in their ability to use firearms to
successfully or adequately defend themselves. We have forgotten that the framer’s of the
Constitution who provided American citizens the right to bear arms did so to successfully protect
their own generation from the very type of government that is now trying to take over our current
generation. This is also why they stated that the right to bear arms was not to be infringed upon
for any reason, because they knew that any law passed against gun ownership that sounded
“reasonable” such as like concerning ex-felons, or concerning people with mental illness, would
later eventually lead to gun restrictions on anybody for any reason.
Dot 11, Drug addiction/dependency and marijauna. I remember in the 1990’s being in a law
library that contained within it numerous government publications concerning various studies
and statistics it had done. One that caught my eye was a study in a volume about an inch thick
on the effects of marijuana on people. I went through that entire book and found not one single
good thing in it about marijuana. It was determined to be 20x more cancerous than tobacco,
stunted emotional growth, was determined to be a gateway drug to other drugs, blurred thinking
processes, caused many people to lose motivation, others to become infertile, and others to
become paranoid, and the list went on and on and on. Then 10 years or so later I suddenly saw
the move to begin legalizing marijuana, and to do it with the State’s blessing. Now today several
“liberal” states have legalized marijuana - first for medical use (which was absurd to me after
reading the government statistical studies on it), which was then followed by legalization of
recreational use. Not only has this brought in huge tax dollars for these states, but it once again
works towards the larger agenda. This one dot effectively not only creating laziness, and
dumbing down and slowing people’s thinking processes, but also a natural way to turn people
away from biblical values and making them more receptive to occultic values. Even a nation
with guns would have a difficult time defending itself high on marijauna. Add to this all of the
medications people of our nation are becoming dependent upon. Is all the enemy has to do is
cut off the medication supply, and a large portion of the population would die or be rendered
weak and defenseless.
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Dot 12, Vaccinations. When I was growing up we received one vaccination in school, and I do
not even remember what it was for, but I have heard that today children in public schools
receive anywhere from a dozen to two dozen vaccinations before graduating high school. Yet
they are the sickest, unhealthiest, generation I have ever seen in my life. I knew one couple
personally who had healthy twin boys, about 8 years old or so. They thought that as
“responsible parents” they should probably have their sons vaccinated despite the option of
“religious exemption”. Within days of their vaccinations both boys became autistic. I know
another man who had his baby vaccinated, the baby developed black and blue bruises all over
his body as a result. When he and his wife took the child to the hospital he was charged with
child abuse and went to prison. It took years for him to prove his innocence and demonstrate
that the vaccination had caused the bruising. Not only that, but also to prove that the doctors
that reported him also knew that the vaccination had caused this, and that they had covered it
up and falsely accused him as part of the cover up. The Corona virus may be a manufactured
virus as part of this warfare to serve several purposes, but which we will have to wait to see how
it plays out first. But if it turns out to be a component of viral warfare, then the following agendas
would be well served by it. For one, mandated vaccinations for all. Most people are already
conditioned to voluntarily take vaccinations and believe them to be safe. So those of us who
refuse would be seen as “irresponsible” individuals who need to be segregated from society.
Meanwhile, those who take the vaccine would either die, or become weakened, or if nothing
happened to them, they would at least be one step closer to receiving a final mass vaccination
given to the population at large that would be distributed in a way to specifically target and kill
any “undesirable” individual without having to fire a single bullet, and all with the voluntary
cooperation of the victims. Much like how the Nazi’s seduced the Jews and others into believing
that the round up of their people was for their own benefit and good. That is, killing people under
the guise of keeping them safe. It is population control and destruction of a native population at
its most subtle level, and that involves the greatest degree of voluntary cooperation from the
populace. Second, it brings us one step closer to outlawing cash and going digital as criminal
activity is greatly dependent on cash reserves to be successful at what they do, and transfer of
cash from one person to another is one of the quickest ways to spread disease.
Dot 13, Wireless Technology. The most dangerous dot of all. Back when I had some major
health issues I went to a free privately owned clinic that used a number of technologies for
healing such as magnetism, grounding, ultra-violet light, and RIFE technologies, which though
often referred to as “experimental” are in fact well documented in their practical use for healing
various diseases. The one that really worked well for me was the RIFE technology which heals
via various frequency of sound waves. In a nutshell, every living structure both produces a
frequency of sound wave, and can be made healthy or be destroyed with certain frequencies of
sound wave. For example, the RIFE technology through an abundance of research discovered
which frequencies destroy which kinds of cancer cells, and which ones destroy various bacteria
and viruses, and so on, while leaving healthy cells which operate on a different frequency intact.
Wireless technology is also based on frequencies, however the frequencies that wireless
technology operate on are all outside of the realm of what are normal or healthy for human cells.
As a result, wireless frequencies cause everything from brain cancers to auto-immune
disorders, to fatigue, to infertility, brain fog, headaches, insomnia, miscarriages, birth defects,
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stunted brain growth in children to everything in between. In addition to this, this technology
traces all of our habits, records all of our phone calls and text messages, and much like Face
Book, creates a profile of all our contacts, buying habits, and travel habits. And now with the
streaming of church services into home due to the Corona virus, now the liberal justice
department and one world government people all know who all the Christians are who go to
those churches, and where they live. Hitler would have loved this technology – the False
Messiah (the Anti-Christ) will use this technology. In addition to this, with the G5 technology
coming out, the next concern is mind control, as G5 technology can be used to send sound
directly into the communication center of the brain causing people to hear voices, much like
what happens to people possessed with familiar spirits. Except these voices would not be
demons, but government agents pretending to be an Angel or God or “Jesus” in a similar
fashion as demons do. I remember a friend who stumbled across a Beta Test concerning this
technology over in Oregon. The government had placed a really nice car by the road and
advertised it for a really low price. And when people would see this and respond as if they were
interested in buying it, the government agent would project a voice into their minds telling them
“if you buy this car you will really regret it’ in order to see who would follow through in trying to
purchase it and who would change their mind. My friend was one who did not buy it. The Beta
Test was successful. But even if you take away the potential for mind control, the bottom line is
that even if wireless technology produced healthy frequencies (which none of it does), all cell
towers can be weaponized to produce frequencies that could literally and instantly vibrate us all
to death. The bright side of that coin is that those frequencies that would kill us would also kill off
most animals and insects as well, and our enemies do not want to conquer a land sterile of all
life forms. So this use of that technology if ever used, would most likely be only against targeted
cities or strongholds that the enemy wants to destroy without harming any life forms outside of
those targeted areas. In the meantime, wireless technology will continue to be used to weaken
our immune systems and compliment Face Book, Twitter, and other social media to track our
actions, profile our personalities and political and religious views, and to record our contacts.
When the beast arises, this is the technology, with its data bases and profiles, that will be used
to ensure that his government can track down and capture anybody it chooses to locate.
Through this technology there will be no escape for anybody from the beast and his armies.
Dot 14, GMO’s (Genetically Modified Food). In Noach’s (Noah’s) day genetically modified
humans and animals could only be utterly destroyed by way of the flood. In our generation,
destruction of the earth by fire will be the only way to destroy the genetically modified vegetation
that we have created today. Gmo’s are not natural to the digestive system of living organisms,
and so are harmful not only to our health, but also to the health of all animals and insects that
consume them as food. The huge destruction of bee populations necessary for the pollinization
of crops is attributed by some to the ingestion of pollens from gmo crops by bees. The
Scriptures state that there will be mass famines in the end days. It is interesting that our chief
enemies, Russia and Islam, the last I heard, both forbid the use of Gmo’s in their countries for
these very reasons, because we are the target, and they have no intention of consuming
themselves that which they have introduced into our food supply for the sole purpose of
weakening us and our crops via genetic contamination of our food supply.
Many of these dots were introduced into society over 40 years ago in the 70’s, some even
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before then, and so they are not going to be able to be cleaned out or “surgically removed”
through a single presidential administration, but only be able to be delayed. Just consider the
amount of inside manpower involved in setting these various agendas into motion. Think of all
the school teachers, medical employees, government officials in Congress, and of those
governing sanctuary states and sanctuary cities, and the members of law enforcement
cooperating with these different organizations, and college professors who are all active change
agents in these processes. Then you have the people who are passively cooperating with these
change agents - the liberals, the people receiving abortions, the homosexuals and
transgenders, all buying into the propaganda. The Trump haters, the students believing that
communism is a great thing. The pot heads, and those who believe that Islam that imprisons,
tortures, and beheads anybody who disagrees with their theology is somehow a religion of
peace, and that America and Israel who defend themselves against Islam are somehow war
mongers. The churches that are believing nothing to be wrong with homosexuality or women as
pastors or with blending Islam with Christianity, and so on. Just like they have thought nothing in
the past of Christianizing the pagan celebration of Mithras and Ishtar as Christmas and Easter,
even so they continue to Christianize forbidden things today as well such as yoga and
meditation from pagan religions such as Buddhism and Hinduism, and even some forms of flat
out witchcraft so that today you not only have “Christian Homosexuals” running for President,
but witches also professing to believe in Jesus while still practicing occultism.
So when you connect the dots, the enemies become evident who is behind these things if you
know their infiltration techniques. They are Catholicism, Communism, and Islam (see our
article on the 4 horses of Revelation) with Catholicism being the primary branch to invade the
Church, Communism being the main branch to infiltrate the government agencies, educational
system, and gain control of the media, and Islam being the military branch invading the southern
border and entering the sanctuary cities, and sanctuary states, and illegally gaining access to
the voting polls.
Historically, some have provided convincing documentation indicating the Catholic church to
have created Islam to be its “puppet” army to destroy her enemies through conventional warfare
while she herself feigned friendship with those enemies, while her Jesuit army would work
covertly behind the scenes to destroy or control her enemies through infiltration of her enemies
governmental ranks of influence.
Our greatest enemy of course is the Evil One, the Accuser, who is behind the agenda’s of all 3
of these anti-christ agents to bring about the one world empire, government, and system of
religious expression that he will sit upon the throne of to rule the world through. It is my firm
belief that the Anti-christ will be the Pope of the Catholic Church, and the False Prophet, the
“Jesus” of Islam, and the communist agenda actually the tool of the Jesuits used to infiltrate our
educational system and government positions of power under the guise of the “Democratic
Party.”
Jews for Yeshua Ministry 3/25/2020
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